Abstract-In a PWM-based low level voltage source converter (VSC), the harmonic level is significant that filters should be required on the both sides of the converter. The converter will have harmonic impedances as seen from the both sides, and it matters to assess these impedances to calculate their impact on filters and the network also. In this paper, the equivalent harmonic impedances on both ac-and dc-sides of VSC are calculated based on the ac/dc harmonic interaction with any switching components. The effect of cross-interaction between switching components on the harmonic impedance is also investigated. Moreover, the resonance analysis is performed on the both ac-side and dcside of a VSC-based HVDC system. Although the VSC dcside harmonic impedance is very large, the resonances may occur due to the existence of dc capacitors and dc cables. On the ac-side, the resonances may occur at the output terminal of the converter and interact with the dc-side circuit, causing harmonic amplification. 
I. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of Voltage-Sourced Converter (VSC)-based HVDC to power system offers the potential to improve control of power flow and enhance system stability. However, VSC-based HVDC producing harmonics on the both ac-side and dc-side is inherent by the VSC itself, and will interact with harmonic distortions already existed in the system. The harmonics of VSC are directly associated with the type of VSC technologies, modulation techniques and the switching frequency [1] .
Harmonics are transferred between the two sides of the VSC and may interact with the ac system leading to disadvantage effects. A practical case in [2] shows that harmonic instability may occur if there is an unbalanced second harmonic generated by a nearby saturated transformer on the ac-side of VSC. Based on analyzing basic current and voltage equations of (Current Source Converter) CSC and VSC, the authors in [3] establish simple rules of harmonic transfer through converters by using switching functions represented in space vector form. For resonance and filter studies, the converter's harmonic impedances are important. The ac-and dc-side impedances of conventional line-commutated HVDC converters were calculated by applying the harmonic  Manuscript received October 20, 2014; revised April 21, 2015.
transfer rules [4] . In the case of VSC, the dc equivalent impedance of VSC is formulated in [5] for analyzing nonintegral harmonic resonance from the interaction of AC/DC systems. The ac equivalent impedance of VSC is formulated in [6] also based on the harmonic transfer through VSC. However, all the authors just investigated the interaction of the fundamental switching component only.
Harmonic transfer rules of VSC are valid for both voltage harmonics and current harmonics. Based on the rules, this paper formulated the ac-and dc-side harmonic impedances of the VSC by using the switching functions represented in space vector form. The harmonic impedances derived with considering not only the fundamental switching component, but also the high frequency switching ones of the VSC's switching functions. The influences of switching components on these harmonic impedances are dominant if the sequence of interacted harmonic is the same to the sequence of the switching components. Moreover, the cross-interaction between switching components was also investigated. Consequently, the dc-and ac-side equivalent harmonic impedances of the VSC in VSC-based HVDC systems were used in the ac-and dc-side to plot driving point impedance curves, giving a clearer view of the harmonic resonance analysis.
II. VSC AC-AND DC-SIDE HARMONIC IMPEDANCES
Harmonic impedance of the VSC responds the relation between voltage and current at different frequencies. For simplicity, assuming that the VSC analyzed in this case is symmetric. In the time domain, the relation between these two quantities can be expressed as (1) [7] .
where     switching components. The harmonic interaction rules between two sides of the VSC with the fundamental switching component were introduced in [7] . For individual N th switching component, the space vector can be expressed as:
Generally, a background harmonic of  on the ac-side will produce only harmonic of and DC Z respectively is the VSC ac-and dc-side harmonic impedance. The impedances of the ac-and dc-circuit are composed of the equivalent impedances of all ac-and dcside components seen from the converter's ac-and dcterminals, respectively. , the corresponding dc-side current, and therefore, the dc-side voltage is
This dc-side voltage will be fed back to the ac-side and induces a positive voltage and a negative voltage mentioned in the previous section. The ac-side induced negative voltage contributes to the dc-side current again; therefore, the admittance in (7) will be the sum of the dc circuit admittance and the negative admittance part in (6) 
The ac-side positive voltage caused by the dc-side voltage in (7) is
The VSC positive harmonic admittance on the ac-side is now calculated as
The negative harmonic admittance, when ac-side exists a negative-sequence background harmonic, is similarly established and can be expressed as (11).
Equation (10) and (11) are the inversion of the VSC ac-side positive and negative harmonic impedance, respectively.
B. Cross-Interaction between Switching Components
Beside the fundamental switching component, the high-order switching ones of VSC's switching function also contribute to produce additional harmonics on both ac-and dc-side. In this case, we consider the contribution of the fundamental and a high-order switching component and the cross-interaction between them in calculating harmonic impedance. The switching function in (2) is now can be expressed as
where 1  KM is the modulation index. The harmonic impedances on the both sides of the VSC could be derived by using the similar procedure in the section 2.1 and 2.2. The total VSC dc-side harmonic impedance is 
The total VSC ac-side harmonic impedance in this case can be calculated by (14).
 
where s=1 for positive harmonic impedance, and s=-1 for negative one; 
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K1 and KPoS K1 and KNeG Figure 3 . AC-side harmonic impedance with cross-interaction Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 show the harmonic impedance characteristics of the circuit in Fig. 1 with parameters as:
VSC: Modulation index M = 0.8, switching frequency f c = 1050Hz. Fig. 2 illustrates the VSC dc-side harmonic impedance characteristic in considering the cross-interaction between the fundamental switching component (K1) and highorder positive (KPoS) and negative (KNeG) switching components. Clearly, the parallel resonance points tend to appear at the frequency lower than the frequency of KPoS and higher than the frequency of the KNeG. Fig. 3 illustrates the VSC ac-side harmonic impedance under the cross-interaction between K1 and KPoS, and between K1 and KNeG, for both cases of positive and negative sequence background harmonic, respectively. The harmonic impedance characteristics have small changes with two parallel resonance points closed to the switching frequency.
III. RESONANCE ANALYSIS OF VSC-BASED HVDC SYSTEM

A. VSC-Based HVDC System Model
The VSC-based HVDC system is a point-to-point scheme which consists of two VSC stations interconnected by ±300kV dc cables and transfers power of 600MW from 330kV ac system (I scmax1 = 50kA) to 230kV ac system (I scmax2 = 40kA). Fig. 4 represents the main components of one half of the system with filters are installed on the both sides of the converter station. The equivalent impedance circuit is shown in Fig. 5 .
In Fig. 5(a (Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(b) ), there exists only one resonant point close to the tenth harmonic in the both cases, but the magnitudes are different. At the ac terminal of the VSC (Fig. 6(c) ), a series and resonance points appear with parallel resonances at the NeG 3 rd harmonic and PoS 5 th harmonic. Fig. 7 shows the driving point impedances seen from the dc terminal of VSC1 (DC1), and the dc terminal of VSC2 (DC2) referred to the DC1 point. The impedancefrequency responding curves have no change in shape with parallel resonant points appear at the 4 th harmonics, and close to the 5 th and 6 th harmonics. Because of the 3 rd harmonic filter, the circuit has a series resonance at the 3 rd harmonic.
In Fig. 7 , the 4 th harmonic voltage at the dc terminal of VSC1 will increase largely with a small 4 th harmonic current injected in. This 4 th harmonic transferred to the ac-side and causing parallel resonance points with the PoS 5 th harmonic and NeG 3 rd harmonic (see Fig. 6 (c)), this is called composite resonance between ac-and dcside, so that the feedback to the dc-side is insignificant. It should be noted that for a VSC, the feed back from the dc-side to the ac-side is significant with parallel resonances on the dc-side; however, the feed back from the ac-side to the dc-side is significant with a series resonances.
IV. CONCLUSION
The harmonic impedances on the both sides of VSC were calculated based on the switching technique and harmonic interaction characteristic of the converter. With different switching components, the contributions on harmonic impedance calculation are different. The fundamental switching component is the largest and therefore, contributes the most to equivalent harmonic impedances in both cases of positive and negative sequence background harmonics. For the high frequency switching components, they contribute dominantly in cross-interaction with the fundamental one if they have same sequences with the background harmonics.
The VSC ac-and dc-side harmonic impedances are beneficial to resonance analysis and filter designs in the VSC-based HVDC system. The impedance-frequency responses give a visual view at which frequency resonance points appear, which gives the aid of proposing effective relevant mitigation methods, minimizing the site measurements in harmonic investigations.
